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Abstract The chip was fabricated through MOSIS with 2

micron CMOS design rules. It is approximately

Image smoothing is an important computational 5mm by 7 mm in size, and contains a 46 by 47

pri~.itive in both artificial and biological node hexagonal resistive grid, sample-and-

vision systems. A resistive grid forms a hold circuitry, and switching circuitry. A

suitable substrate for this operation in both four by four representation of the chip is

typ~s of systems. Previous artificial s¥stems shown in Figure 1. Across the top is a row of

using this substrate form the image for cells which perform a sample-and-hold

smoothing either with on-chip photoreceptors operation at the line rate, and select

in real time or with digitally driven input columns of the resistive grid for analog

to an analog sample-and-hold system at rates signal input and output. On either side are

far below the video frame rate. We have columns of cells which .select the row of the

designed, fabricated, and successfully tested grid which is written to and read from. In

a subthreshold CMOS analog VLSI chip which, the middle is a 2D array of cells

with a minimum of supporting circuitry, can which perform a second stage sample-and-hold,

smooth an image formed from a conventional smooth the input from this sample-and-hold by

video signal, at the video frame rate. way of resistive interconnections, and output

a current proportional to the smoothed image.
Introduction

InEut samDle-and-ho1d strateqv

Image smoothing is an important operation in
artificial and natural vision systems. A two stage sample-and-hold design is the key

Commonly this is done in man-made systems by to the video rate performance of the chip. In

digitizing the output of a video camera, the first stage, the video signal is switched

performing fast convolutions digitally and, onto one of 46 capacitors through pass

if display of the smoothed result is transistors. At one microsecond per pixel, 46

required, reconverting the image to analog of the approximately 52 microseconds of video

voltages compatible with video monitors. Such is utilized per line of the image. (With
systems are compact only if the degree of appropriate video switching, all 52 us could

spatial smoothing is limited to a few pixels. be utilized. The one us per pixel sample time

was convenient given the crystals we had at

Analog methods of smoothing images have been hand.) Followers fed by these capacitors pass

previously described by Mead [1]. In the the signal to a second sample and hold

analog retina, the image is formed by on-chip circuit within each cell of the

photoreceptors; the smoothing is carried out two-dimensional array during the horizontal

in real time with a resistive grid. In blanking interval.

contrast to conventional digital techniques,

smoothing with a resistive grid built from This strategy is essential to the task at

subthreshold analog VLSI is performed with hand, since sampling must proceed at high

very low power consumption, and with a rates (-1 us), but holding must last for at

compactness that does not vary with the least one video field (-16 ms). This is a

degree of smoothing; the equivalent difference of four orders of magnitude;. the

convolution kernal can be varied from in size two stage design has circuits that operate

from a small fraction of the image (one independently at each of the two extremes of

pixel) to the whole image with no loss of this range. The settling time of a circuit
compactness and little increase in power comparable to our second stage is on the

consumption. Others [2] have accomplished order of 10 us. The horizontal blanking

smoothing with resistive grids, but only interval lasts for about 9 us in NTSC video;

"off-line" - the image is input to the chip this system makes use of this 'dead time' to

by an external digital system, at rates much charge up the second stage of sample-and-hold

lower than the frame rate. We have designed, circuits inside the two dimensional array.

fabricated, and tested a chip that, for the .

first time, can receive images directly from Since l i a standard. vide ooo S1gnaolo h~s 1 a ,. , , reso ut on of roughly 5 by 5 p1xe s,

a vJ.aec camera and perform smoothJ.ng V1a a 1 " f ' ld f hI 250 1 , ",' sp 1t 1nto two J.e s 0 roug y J.nes
res~st1ve gr1d at the vJ.deo frame rate.

h hi 1 id ' teac, t s system samp es a v eo 1mage a a

S~~t~m D~scriDtion very low resolution. At 1 us per pixel

horizontal sampling time, about ten video

Ph~sical descrigtion of the chiD pixels are averaged (integrated in time by
the first stage sample-and-hold circuit) for

~



input to one resistive grid cell. Similarly, Also, as in the analog retina, the input
with a 47 row resistive grid, several lines resistors consist of transconductance

must be averaged to form a single row of amplifiers configured as followers; a global

resistive grid input. In particular, five bias line allows one to vary the input resis-

rows per field are fed into a given row of tance at all nodes simultaneously.

second stage sample-and-holds for each field;

at two fields per frame, 10 lines are OutQut circuitr~

averaged (integrated in time by the second

stage sample-and-hold circuit) to form the Signals are read out from the resistive grid

input to a single line of the resistive grid. as currents. They are sensed by an off-chip
Thus each pixel input to the grid for high gain current sense amplifier built from

smoothing represents an average of 10 by 10 a conventional op amp. At any given moment, a

video pixels. single row of the resistive net puts current

onto the set of columnar output lines, and a
Resistive net single column is selected to pass its current

off-chip through pass transistors. The pixel
The resistive net configuration is identical being charged up in the first stage

to that of the analog retina [1]. Transverse sample-and-hold at the moment corresponds to

interconnections are comprised of horizontal the selected column, so that a given pixel is

resistors. The horizontal resistor circuit written to and read from simultaneously. (One

utilizes transistors biased by a modified consequence of this design is that there is
transconductance amplifier; the bias some capacitive coupling of the input signal

compensates for the body effect so that the onto the output lines; a simple off-chip com-
resistance is the same at different pensation circuit serves to cancel this

large-signal levels. As in the analog retina, unwanted component from the output.)
a single global bias control is routed

off-chip so that the transverse resistance S~stem Qerformance

can be changed equally at all nodes at once.
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Fig. 1. A 4 by 4 node representation of the 46 by 47 node resistive network Chip. Analog pads

are used for amplifier biases, for video input and output, and for a reference node used by an

external current sense amplifier. Digital input pads are used for video switching signals. Row

selection circuitry was built separate for the two halves of the array (columns on either side

of the chip); in practice, both columns are driven with identical switching signals.
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Fig. 2. Chip input (top two traces) and output (bottom traces) at different degrees of smooth-

ing. At left, smoothing is shown at the line rate. Each trace is a horizontal line of the chip

output. Bumps of 1 us duration in the output traces result from current switching transients

inherent in the current-sense output scheme. At right, smoothing is shown at the field rate.

The bias of the input transconductance amplifier was held at 0.55 Volts while the bias of the

transverse resistor circuit was varied. The transverse resistor bias is shown to the right of

each trace. The output replicates the input at low transverse conductance values, spatially
averages the input at high values, and smooths the input at values in between.


